
How it Works: The gutter system works on the scientific principle of liquid adhesion. The gutter’s
patented, curved design allows rain water to travel down, around and into the gutter’s trough while deflecting
leaves and debris.

Patented one-piece,
seamless construction

Protective baffle
controls backsplash

Narrow opening impedes
debris entry

Non-corrosive
internal hangers
will not affect your
roof warranty

Curved hood
deflects debris
while allowing
rain water to flow
into gutter

Heavy duty aluminum:
20% thicker than
ordinary gutters

Unobstructed trough allows
free flow of water

is the only one-piece
debris-shedding
gutter system on the
market today. This
patented gutter system
is revolutionizing
the gutter industry
with its unique
hood-covered trough,
which deflects debris
and keeps your
gutters running free
and clear.

Replace your current ordinary gutters
with the system and

you’ll be guaranteed free flowing gutters,
or we’ll clean them for Free.*

*For as long as you own your home.
See dealer for details.
Other restrictions may apply.



Frequently Asked Questions...
What is the Guarantee? It is guaranteed not to clog with leaves, pine needles, or other organic debris or we’ll
clean it for Free*. Even their baked polyester finish is guaranteed not to chip, peel or crack. Guaranteed.

How sturdy is the seamless gutter? It uses .032 aluminum, approximately 20% thicker than conventional gutters.
And the gutter is screwed to the fascia board with internal hanging brackets, unlike conventional gutters that
are attached with spikes that can come loose.

In what lengths do seamless gutters come? It is roll-formed to custom lengths at the job site
with mobile gutter machines.

Is my roof too steep for the seamless gutter system? It works well no matter what the pitch
of your roof.

What about pine needles? Yes, it works great with pine needles, leaves and other organic debris.

Contact us for a free, no obligation estimate. 90
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www.leafguard.com

This is not a covering device for existing gutters, but a complete gutter system.

The Advantages...
One-piece seamless construction

Unique patented design

Will not affect your roof warranty

Wide range of colors available

Will not interfere with reroofing

Heavy duty aluminum–
20% thicker than conventional gutters
30% thicker than ordinary downspouts
Saves you time, money and aggravation

Limited Lifetime Paint Finish Warranty

Does not attach to the roof

*For as long as you own your home. See dealer for details. Other restrictions may apply.


